The overall goals of 
• User interaction with 3D environments and especially articulated figures. The Jack user interface is one of its great attractions.
• Inverse kinematics running in real-time provides the underlying engine that permits manipulation of spatial constraints of a complex articulated figure, rather than requiring the user to manipulate individual joints directly.
• Reliance on open databases for human factors infor- • Balance maintenance triggers a number of natural human behaviors such as counterbalancing, stepping, turning, and gait modification.
• Much of the realism in human motion comes from strength and load distribution considerations. We have successfully demonstrated natural synthetic motions based on strength and load for lifting as well as locomotion tasks.
• Simulated sensors are needed to achieve realistic interaction with an environment. Jack includes selfcollision avoidance as well as real-time environmental object avoidance. • , and a rifle equipped with a Polhemus tracker, and was seated on a pedal-based device that allowed him to "walk," feel the slope of the terrain, and turn in a convincing manner. Jack was used for three purposes:
• Upper body positioning: information from the sensor suit was processed and applied to the human figure.
• Posture changes .Jack generated animation sequences when the figure had to assume a different posture (standing, kneeling, prone, or (Ousterhout, 1993 (Lee, Wei, Zhao, 8c Badler, 1990 ber of predetermined sites in his reachspace, and the movement was recorded. To re-create this motion using the sensor readings, the constraint system in Jack was used to force the computer-generated human figure into a posture that fits all the 6-DOF data readings. (Zhao & Badler, 1994 Reich et al., 1994 (Cassell et al., 1994 (Geib, Levison, 8c Moore, 1994; Levison 8c (Kakadiaris, Metaxas, 8c Bajcsy, 1994; Azuola et al., 1994 (Metaxas 8c Terzopoulos, 1992 (Zhao, 1993 (Metaxas 8c Terzopoulos, 1992 (Park, Metaxas, 8c Young, 1994 (Shao 8c Badler, 1993) . In his algorithm, the conventional progressive refinement method is modified to make optimal use of the visibility information computed in each iteration: the light energy is first gathered from all visible patches and then immediately reshot to the environment together with the previously accumulated unshot light energy. Based on a concise record of the history of the unshot light energy distribution in the environment, a solid convergence speedup is achieved with little additional computation and memory usage. His future research is to develop and implement more efficient algorithms and techniques for rendering dynamic and complex environments.
